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Online Tutorials via Connect Broadband

HFCL Infotel Limited has into a contract with Greycells18 Media to provide access to their paid interactive
audio-visual learning modules on popular portal, TopperLearning.Com,informed Mr. Sanjay Bahl, General
Manager Marketing, HFCL Infotel Ltd.
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Online Tutorials via Connect Broadband

Free access to hi-end educational material for 9th to 12th Students

The students of 9th to 12th in Punjab and Chandigarh can now have access to the hi-end video lessons from
country’s top-notch online learning portal, Topper Learning.

HFCL Infotel Limited has entered into a contract with Greycells18 Media to provide access to their paid
interactive audio-visual learning modules on popular portal, TopperLearning.Com, informed Mr. Sanjay
Bahl, General Manager Marketing, HFCL Infotel Ltd.

Topper study modules have been designed on CBSE syllabus and supplement school education for Class IX
to XII students by presenting them in 2D/3D animation with real-life examples to simplify the textbook
concepts, he informed.  Each video lesson includes practice questions, model answers, step-by-step
solutions and serve as a comprehensive value-added revision tool for the students, he added.

Topper Learning is a subscription-based portal offering access to online tests, video lessons-on-demand,
and subject expert services for Rs. 1300 per annum, but Connect broadband subscribers can avail
themselves of these services at a mere Rs. 99 per month (which will be added to their monthly broadband
bill). Connect has offered a free trial access to its subscribers for a period of 10 days. 

Connect subscribers simply need to login to the website www.hfclconnect.com, from where they will be
redirected to www.topperlearning.com. There they can fill in an online form following which they will
receive a confirmation call from a Connect representative for payment details and activating their
Connect-Topper Package.

Topper also provides access to a host of other examination-crack series for AIEEE, CET, GRE, and PMT
besides various other products.

This is a part of HFCL’s continued commitment to give its customers value for money, and especially to
empower the youth of Punjab with access to rich content developed by some of the leading educationists
which would be a great boon to them since at this stage, they are at the threshold of planning their careers
and can immensely benefit in their competitive examinations too, Mr. Sanjay Bahl explained.

Commenting on the tie up, Sunil Khanna , co founder of  Topper mentioned that Topper has emerged as the
most innovative and leading portal providing the best of learning tools to excel in their examinations our tie
up with Connect would provide the students of Punjab, an opportunity to get access to Topper’s
unparalleled educational content through the wide spread network of Infotel Connect.

Connect had been the first company in the north to roll out end-to-end optical fiber network in Punjab
covering 200 towns, providing fastest internet access, to its growing base of subscribers, which number 75,
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000 today, Mr Bahl said.

For further information:

Ms. Radhika Mahajan, HFCL-Infotel, 9877012254

Mr. Pardeep Rawal Core PR 9257363461
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our company is a Public Relation agency in Chandigarh. 
We are also 360 degree integrated communication Agency.
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